...the bridge between manufacturers and distributors...

Intercontinental
connectivity

Territorial
ubiquity

Specialized
professionals

Entrepreneurial
dynamism

Our strenghts are Professionalism, Punctuality and Promptness.

Services and Strenghts
Services

E-Commerce

Strenghts

Buy with just a few clicks, in an easy and safe
environment, thanks to a simple and intuitive
web portal.

●

Product quality and availability is stable over
time.

●

Competitive prices , aimed to create a stable
market. Great marginality for our customers.

B2B

●

Wide product range complete with spare parts
and accessories.

●

On-line orders with real-time availability and
24h delivery in all of Italy.

●

Specialized support and automated system for
returns under warranty.

Customized price lists for distributors and
sellers.
Life365 Plug-in
Automatic inventory synchronization of
products, prices and descriptions between
our platform and the one of the customer.
Drop Shipping
Sale to third parties with anonymous
shipment and no reference to Life365.
Franchise stores - Zero Royalty
Life365 answers new market needs with its
innovative franchise project.

●

Autorization from the Customs Agency to host
customs operations directly inside our
wharehouse.

Influence area

Headquarters
Operating partners
Partners

Holland
Portugal
United states
of America

Italy
China
China

South
Korea

Japan

Spain

Taiwan
Hong Kong
Singapore

More than 10,000 square meters of wharehouse space and 2,000 active clients in Italy only.

Cartridges&Toner

Life365 has a more than
20 years experience in the
european Printer cartridge and
toner import and distribution
sectors.
We cover a wide range of
compatible products for the
greatest brands of the market,
like Canon, HP, Epson, Samsung,
Ricoh, Xerox, Kyocera and
Brother.
The majority of our products is
made in China, and provided
with european certificates
according to law.

Mail: toner@life365.eu

Spare parts for Printers and Copiers

We collaborate with printer and
copiers repairers.
Wide range of components, original
spare parts (Ninestar and CET Group) ,
non original ones and raw materials.

Mail: toner@life365.eu

IT and networking

Life365 has an established
collaboration with Tenda, world
leader in the Networking
market, that makes us the first
official partner and importer of
the brand.
The main available products are
Wi-Fi routers, modems,
powerlines and switches.
We also offer a wide range of PC
accessories like memories and
pendrives from GoodRAM and a
large selection of spare parts
for notebooks, like displays,
power supplies, mice and
keyboards.

Mail: ict@life365.eu

Security
Our security sector works with
the top international audio/
video brands, like Uniview, one
of the biggest manufacturer of
IP cameras.
The main products are cameras
with smart video analysis
functions, like face recognition
and auto-tracking, and the new
4k video recorders.
Life365 works with the Vision
Alarm brand for analog
products, smart alarms, smart
cameras and the most common
audio/video accessories.

Mail: security@life365.eu

MyPhone - Smartphones
and accessories

Life365 MyPhone is an highly
dynamic sector caracterized by
continuos research of
groundbreaking products in the
world of smart communications.
We offer a wide catalogue of
used high quality smartphones,
and a large range of
accessories (chargers, covers,
cables, screen protectors)
produced by the main S&T
Group partner, with the Devia
and Comma brands.

Mail: myphone@life365.eu

Spare parts and components

We also offer a wide variety of high
quality components and spare parts,
compatible or original, for the most
famous brands on the market.

Mail: myphone@life365.eu

Homcloud - Smart Home - IoT
www.homcloud.com
Control your house with your smartphone
anywhere you are.
With Homcloud, and a Wi-Fi connection,
transform your traditional house in a smart
home, saving on bills and creating new
solutions to manage lighting, power outlets,
domestic appliances, air conditioners and a
lot more.
We offer “Plug&Play” devices like smart
sockets and socket strips, infrared
controllers, smart lighting, webcams and
sensors and also products which require
proper installation like smart modules for
lighting and led strips or door stations.

Be Smart. It’s easy!
Mail: homcloud@life365.eu

Propart - Electrical Equipment

The Propart electrical equipment
sector offers products like 10/16 A
sockets, classic socket strips and
power switch socket strips with
overvoltage protection.
The product range is
complemented by plug adapters,
extention cords, cable reels,
universal power supplies and
laptops.
All the products are branded
Propart, an exclusive european
Life365 brand.

Mail: elettrico@life365.eu

Lighting
The Life365 Lighting sector
works with two of the biggest
LED manufacturers in the world.
FSL, energy saving technology
pioneer, produces a wide range
of high quality lamps and bulbs.
NVC, world leader in the lighting
industry, brought to life
ambitious projects like the south
african soccer world cup
stadiums and Milan's World
Expo.
Nvc mainly manufactures
lighting fixtures with a simple
elegant design.

led@life365.eu

www.fsl-italia.it - www.nvc-italia.it

Lumix Space Project

Lumix Space is a shop in shop formula. It presents itlself as a display of high range lighting products, capable of
fulfilling all kinds of demands for commercial, industrial and road projects. The display space is organized in
modules, able to adapt to every corner and surface area.
Thanks to high profile partners, Lumix Space grants product reliability and over time stability.
Store benefits:
●

Add new sectors without the need to take stock.

●

Add new services inside the store.

●

Store dynamism, rapid product display rotation.

●

High marginality, thanks to customized price lists tailored to the customer.

●

No internet competition , LIFE365 S.p.A. is the exclusive retailer for the brands.

Inkloud Project
Inkloud's goal is to develop a store network across all Europe to cover:
●

Smartphone repair

●

Used smartphone retail

●

Used smartphone evaluation and withdrawal

●

Smartphone accessories retail

●

Printer cartridges and toner retail

The Inkloud project is based on simple guidelines:
- four activities in a single store
- entrepreneurial freedom for the store manager
- commercial and technical repair training courses
- specialized machinery for the smartphone and tablet repair activity
- catchment area exclusivity

The services that make your Inkloud store unique

Technology is now part of our daily life and Inkloud
aims at simplifying the life of the client through
support, retail and customer retention services.
Partner with Inkloud for the opening of your new store,
and you will recieve an all-around assistance, starting
from the choice of location and all the way to the
opening.
www.inkloud.it - Mail: amministrazione@inkloud.it

...the bridge between manufacturers and distributors...
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